
POLITICAL interference remains the biggest obstacle hampering delivery within the country’s public service.

Professor Sibusiso Vil-Nkomo, a commissioner for the Presidential Remuneration Review Commission and
Justice Kenneth Mthiyane, chairman of the commission, clap hands after the conclusion of a round-table
discussion with experts about making public service and public entities more efficient.

This has often led to institutions failing to do their jobs, and the role of politics in the running of state affairs had
never been clarified. This meant that people ran the public service within political party structures.

These were some of the opinions offered at a round-table discussion on the public service.
“In fact, when there is a disagreement between a politician and administrator, it is the administrator who has to lose

his job,” politician and former trade unionist Thozamile Botha said at the forum at the University of Pretoria yesterday.
The event was hosted by the Presidential Remuneration Review Commission to garner the ideas of thinkers as it

entered a phase of analysing information in its possession.
“If the public service is dysfunctional then the country is dead,” Professor Mashupye Maserumule warned. And at the

core of the public service were labour relations, he said.
According to Maserumule, the public service was the part of the economy controlled by the state, and its major role

was the provision of the “public good”.
But the panel identified political interference as a major challenge, and said it led to delays in delivery and

development.
“The dichotomy of politics and administration has to be separated, or we will deal with a confused state,” said

Professor Sibusiso VilNkomo, also a commissioner of the Presidential Remuneration Review Commission.
“Even Madiba was always concerned about the possibility of the state being run by politics.”
The participants spoke of employees of the state who had no idea of their role in making government efficient and

accountable. Notable among the downfall in efficient staff was the failure to create career public servants.
“There is a need to train them and make them understand their role is to deliver services,” the commission’s Phelele

Tengeni said.
The public service oganogram was also an issue which raised problems, and consisted of institutions which created

jobs for individuals instead of fitting skilled and qualified people into existing posts, Botha stated.
He said jobs were created for specific recruits and salaries awarded outside of existing structures, leaving others

who were more qualified getting paid less.
University of Pretoria lecturer Dr Sihle Moon said the public service had to be indigenised. “The new model of public

service has to look at the founding ideals and take the state back to the place where it was founded and where the
plans to run it were made.”
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That could defuse tensions between politicians and administrators, he said.
Professor Mcebisi Ndletyana. of the University of Joburg, called for a re-imagining of the public sector. “We are in a

very unequal country, where 50% are poor and where a lot of people depend on the welfare of the state,” he said.
It was also in an environment of a declining economy where the fiscus had to be run efficiently, Ndletyana said. “The

state has to play a central role to meet all demands.”
He added that politics had no place in that role. “Does political interference not complicate everything, and does it

not mess up plans to create a merit state, perhaps polluting it?”
The state was impaired by political squabbles, and re-imagining it would create a state which was an instrument of

implementation. Re-configuring the state was a political thing, he said.
Vil-Nkomo told the participants their contribution would go a long way towards shaping the report.
The next phase in the commission’s work would be research, including legal, to compile the report and hand it over

to President Jacob Zuma.
Commission chairman Justice Kenneth Mthiyane said they had submissions from government and provinces. “We

have received information from civil servants and are now at the critical phase of verifying and analysing it.”
He said the information outlined the expectations of state performance and output. “We have input from trade

unions, employees and public entities.”
Experts would be roped in to verify information and the discussion was to get expert opinion on the running of state

affairs. “The question is: what mechanism should be set up to deal with labour relations,” Mthiyane said.
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